
Recommended Reads

Kindergarten

Milo Imagines the World

Matt de la Peña

While Milo and his sister travel to a detention

center to visit their incarcerated mother, he

observes strangers on the subway and draws

what he imagines their lives to be.

P
DELA, M

Big Book of Counting to 100

A super-sized look and find learning

adventure where kids progressively count

from 1 to 100 across full-spread scenes

that are jam-packed with delightful objects,

puzzles, and more. Featuring prompts that

inspire discovery on every page.

PSC COUNT
BIG

How to Be Kind in Kindergarten

David Steinberg

This guidebook in verse spans the entire

year of kindergarten, showing children how

to be kind by doing such things as sharing,

taking turns, and inviting someone to join in

a game.

P
STEI, D

Goat Wants to Eat

Laura Gehl

Cat wants to nap, and Goat wants to

eat... what could go wrong?

E
MILG, D

Grace and Box

Kim Howard

After Box delivers a refrigerator, Grace and Box

become friends, camping together, going to space,

and exploring the depths of the sea, among other

adventures. After a few days of playing together,

Grace notices that Box is getting some rips and

crumples, which she's determined to fix, so they

can continue their fun.

P
HOWA, K

A New Day

Brad Meltzer

Sunday quit, just like that. She said she was

tired of being a day. And so the other days of

the week had no choice but to advertise-

"WANTED- A NEW DAY. Must be relaxing,

tranquil, and replenishing. Serious inquires

only." Soon lots of hopefuls arrived with their

suggestions.Things quickly got out of hand...

until one more candidate showed up.

P
MELT, B You Are Enough: A Book About

Inclusion

Margaret O'Hair

This inclusive and empowering picture book

inspired by Sofia Sanchez--a young model

and actress with Down syndrome--reminds

readers how important it is to embrace your

differences, be confident, and be proud of

who you are. 

P
OHAI, M

Chez Bob

Bob Shea

A lazy alligator comes up with a plan to lure

his prey by opening up a restaurant for

birds--until he realizes that birds are even

better as friends.

P
SHEA, B
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Sea Sheep

Eric Seltzer

Illustrations and easy-to-read, rhyming

text introduce the reader to sheep that

can swim, dive, play pirates, read books,

and much more.

E
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For Otto

David Milgrim

Otto goes from sad to glad when his

friend brings him a gift.

E
MILG, D

Ready to Fly: How Sylvia Townsend

Became the Bookmobile Ballerina

Lea Lyon

Since there aren't many ballet schools that

will accept a girl like Sylvia in the 1950s, her

local bookmobile provides another

possibility. A librarian helps Sylvia find a

book about ballet and the determined seven-

year-old, with the help of her new books,

starts teaching herself the basics of classical

ballet.

JB
TOWN, S My Body is a Rainbow: The Color

of My Feelings

Mallika Chopra

A wellness expert presents a picture book in

which she shows young children how to feel

emotions in their body through color and

provides breathing exercises for dealing with

big feelings.

J 152.4 
CHOP, M

MORE SERIES YOU MIGHT LIKE:
Mr. Panda series  I  P Antony

Questioneers series  I  P Beaty
Llama Llama series  |  P Dewdney

There's a...in This Book series  I  P Fletcher
Mouse Loves series  I  E Thompson

 
 
 

 

That’s okay! We all read at our own pace

and have our own likes and dislikes. A

librarian can help you find a book that

you will love. Ask us!

“These books aren’t
my thing!"

Who Am I?: An Animal Guessing

Game

Steve Jenkins & Robin Page

J 590
JENK, SWhat's the Opposite? A Turn and

See Book

Cari Meister

Wah! Wah! A crying baby is loud. But what

about a sleeping baby? You guessed it! A

sleeping baby is quiet. With a flip of the page

you will discover that opposites are

everywhere.

J 428.1
MEIS, C

Who Am I? gives reader clues so they can

guess which animal will be revealed in a

beautiful, full-spread illustration when they

turn the page. Playful nouns, adjectives, and

verbs describe the characteristics and

movements of each animal.
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